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FADE IN

EXT. OLD HOUSE - NIGHTFALL

The decrepit house matches the surroundings: dirty streets,
broken dwellings, the worst kind of graphite everywhere.

JEREMY and SCOTT (22) goof around in front of the house.
Scott has the constitution of a heavyweight boxer. Holds a
wallet high. Jeremy fails to reach it a couple of times.

Scott barely moves when Jeremy tackles him.

Someone screams inside the house. They stop their frolic and
share a concerned look.

INT. BEDROOM - NIGHTFALL

BLAKE (18), a skinny, almost undernourished young man
arranges his hair in front of a broken mirror.

JEFF
You really won't change your mind?

JEFF (16), leans on the door frame, concerned. Violent
coughs from the adjacent room, followed by moans of pain.

BLAKE
What choice do I have?

They speak softly, almost whispering.

BLAKE (cont'd)
Andy needs painkillers. I can't ask
him to go instead of me, can I?

Jeff reluctantly gives way outside the room.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Poor and decaying, but lots of books. Family photos on the
wall feature an adult couple and Blake and his brothers, at
several ages. On a wooden shelf, two urns.

THEO (7) does his homework. Every scream affects him.

Blake smiles reassuringly at Theo as he dresses his jacket.

Walks out the door, for Jeff's concern.
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THEO
Where is Blake going?

JEFF
Andy can't work. Blake is taking his
place today.

EXT. MAIN STAGE - NIGHT

Massive rock concert. People multiply in front of the stage.
Most drink alcohol or smoke pot.

EXT. MAIN STAGE - LATER

THE BAND

kicks ass on stage. The audience cheers, jumps and sings.

BLAKE

ineffectively scans back pockets in the dark.

JEREMY

forces contact with people for the same reason.

SCOTT

slowly raises a wallet on a back-pocket.

Another push. Just a little bit more.

Score. He slips the wallet into his jacket and moves away.

BLAKE

pulls out a few bills in a pocket, by the tip.

THE AUDIENCE

pushes forward. Jeremy takes the chance to snatch another
wallet.

SCOTT

cuts the bottom of a pocket with a knife.

His victim rears and gets ass-knived. Just a sting.

When he looks back, Scott is already gone.
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INT. CAMPING TENT - NIGHT

They search the wallets, as if unwrapping Christmas gifts.

Blake goes through a bunch of expensive receipts of hotels
and restaurants, a few paper notes, old first-class plane
tickets, a key, pills and, of course, condoms.

SCOTT
The amount of shit people keep in
their wallets--

Scott analyzes a piece of paper Blake just threw away.

SCOTT (cont'd)
Six. Five. Nine. Two. Well, thank
you, Mr--

Reaches for a debit card and reads the name.

SCOTT (cont'd)
David Morgan.

Jeremy methodically explores the hidden compartments of
another wallet. Doesn't comment anything unimportant.

Blake finds a wedding ring. Scott snatches it immediately.

SCOTT (cont'd)
My precious.

Blake chuckles at the reference. Scott inspects the ring.

SCOTT (cont'd)
Mr. David Morgan, you plan to be a
naughty boy today, don't you?

Folds the condom and slips it through the ring, in and out,
in and out, in and out.

Blake halts his search, focuses on whatever's in his hand.

BLAKE
Guys, we should return this one.

Jeremy looks. Whatever it is, he's unable to say no.

JEREMY
We'll leave it somewhere. Whoever
finds it, will return it.

BLAKE
What if no one does?
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None of them has an immediate answer.

SCOTT
We'll drop it at the lost and found
before we leave.

Blake stares at David's id. Not much older than him.

BLAKE
What if he doesn't go there? I'll try
to find him myself.

JEREMY
It will take you all night in that
crowd. And if you do find him, how
will you explain you found the
wallet, but there's no money in it?

Blake puts back the bills in the wallet, to his friends'
disappointment.

Asks Scott for the ring and condom and returns them quietly.

JEREMY (cont'd)
If you go, all you'll get tonight is
a third of this. And that--

Jeremy points to the money Blake put back.

JEREMY (cont'd)
--will be taken off your share.

Blake agrees, disappointed, before crawling to the exit.

JEREMY (cont'd)
Blake, don't do anything stupid.

A word of caution. Not a threat at all.

EXT. MAIN STAGE - NIGHT

Blake scans the faces in the crowd, David's id in his hand.

An uncomfortable moment when he looks at a guy for too long.

A girl pays attention to the picture, but music is too loud.
They can't communicate.

She shakes her head no and returns to her friends.

Blake's quickly overwhelmed: a needle in a haystack. The
loud music and constant pushes make it more disorienting.

(CONTINUED)
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Blake considers the microphone in the singer's hand. Heads
to the stage, piercing through the crowd.

EXT. MAIN STAGE, FENCE - NIGHT

Blake signals BOUNCER, a cliché of a security guard: big,
stout, shaved head, black. They communicate in screams.

BOUNCER
Problem?

BLAKE
Can someone call the owner of this
wallet on the mic?

BOUNCER
Just go to the lost and found.

BLAKE
I want to make sure it's returned.

BOUNCER
Good for you. You'll go to heaven,
where angels sing and virgins refuse
to even suck your cock.

Bouncer goes back to his post, completely uninterested.

BLAKE
Sir, the contents of this wallet are
certainly important to this man. What
if it was yours?

Bouncer shoos him away at a distance.

EXT. MAIN STAGE - NIGHT

Blake pierces through the crowd, wallet in hand, above the
sea of heads.

Someone pushes him, he loses the grip on the wallet. Tries
to grab it, but the crowd pushes back.

In a desperate effort, he manages to reach the wallet.
Relieved, Blake puts it back in his pocket.

A DRUNK MAN pulls back Blake's shoulder, violently.

DRUNK MAN
Hey, asshole. You punched me.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE
Sorry. I was trying to grab my--

Reaches for his pocket. Nothing there.

Blake sweeps the floor with his eyes, ignores the man as he
growls and becomes more violent. No sign of the wallet.

DRUNK MAN
Hey, are you even listening to me?

A new song starts. A powerful guitar and drums intro.

DRUNK MAN (cont'd)
WOOOO! Fuck yeah, I love this song.

Drunk man completely forgets about Blake, as he desperately
searches for David's wallet. Feet move everywhere.

Crowd pushes forward. Blake struggles to maintain position,
but he's swept by the torrent of people.

INT. CAMPING TENT - NIGHT

Distant music mixes with Blake's sobs. Scott comes in, not
surprised to see Blake.

SCOTT
You're back. Changed your mind?

BLAKE
I lost it.

SCOTT
amused( )

Have you tried lost and found?

BLAKE
Yes, I'm an idiot. Wasted all night
for nothing. Fuck.

Blake buries his head between his arms, despaired.

BLAKE (cont'd)
I fucked up everything. Can't even
return a wallet. How can I be
expected to take care of my family?

Scott is not indifferent to Blake's pain.

SCOTT
You mean, this wallet?

(CONTINUED)
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Scott surprises Blake with David's wallet.

BLAKE
You stole it back from the thief?

SCOTT
Well, yes-- technically.

An idiot smile on Scott's face.

SCOTT (cont'd)
I thought you would stop being an
asshole if I took it away.

Blake attacks Scott, genuinely pissed.

EXT. CAMPING PARK - NIGHT

A group of teenagers drink and eat outside their tents.

One of them chuckles out of the blue. Draws attention to
Blake's tent. It moves wildly. Someone is having it rough
inside. The entire group WOOS and cheers.

INT. CAMPING TENT - NIGHT

Blake's cheek is against the floor, his arm twisted behind
his back. Almost comic how Scott holds him with no effort.

SCOTT
I said I'm sorry, okay? I'll let you
go, but if you jump at me again, I'm
going to hit you. Deal?

Blake can barely move to accept terms. Scott lets him go.

SCOTT (cont'd)
If I was you I would be freaking out
right now. So I get it. Not
everything clicks, but I get it.

Blake appreciates his words.

Scott offers him a considerable sum of money.

SCOTT (cont'd)
This should help for a few weeks.

Blake is stunned with the gesture. Doesn't move.

Scott insists and Blake finally takes it.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE
I won't tell Jeremy.

SCOTT
It was actually his idea. Just don't
tell him I told you that.

EXT. CAMPING PARK - NIGHT

Scott comes out of the tent. The teenagers WOO and cheer.

Blake follows.

A sudden uncomfortable silence when the teenagers realize
there were two men in the tent. Desperate change of subject.

TEENAGER
Did anyone see the wrestling last
night? Female wrestling, I mean.

EXT. DRINKS STAND - NIGHT

The Barkeeper hands Blake a bottle of water.

Blake shows David's picture to the Barkeeper. He shakes his
head no.

EXT. TOILETS - NIGHT

Blake looks exhausted. Yet, he shows David's id to a man
covered in PIERCINGS.

PIERCINGS
Have you tried lost and found?

Again. Blake rolls his eyes. The man leaves, wroth.

A GIRL approaches behind him. He doesn't see her.

GIRL
Still haven't found him?

He doesn't recognize her.

GIRL (cont'd)
You asked me if I've seen him, on the
stage. Why are you looking for him so
badly, anyway? Just go--

Blake snaps.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE
To the lost and found, I know. I've
been listening that all night.

She's more amused than offended.

GIRL
So why don't you?

BLAKE
He would prefer to have it from me.

GIRL
How do you know that? If he finds out
his wallet is missing, where do you
think he'll look first?

BLAKE
(feeling stupid)

Lost and found.

She smiles at his obvious conclusion.

GIRL
Just let them know you have it. Give
them your number, in case he shows
up. Ask around the area.

Blake never thought about that before.

GIRL (cont'd)
I can give them your number for you,
if you want.

BLAKE
Did you just ask for my number?

GIRL
You spent all night trying to return
a wallet to a guy you never met. You
can't be an awful guy.

INT. LOST AND FOUND OFFICE - NIGHT

Blake shows the id to a staff member. He shakes his head no.

Blake writes his name and a number on a piece of paper.

The staff member pins it on the wall.
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EXT. LOST AND FOUND OFFICE - NIGHT

Blake sits on the floor, disappointed. Eyes on the door.

He springs up as a man approaches the door. It's not David.

Another band gets on stage.

Blake makes a decision. He springs up.

EXT. MAIN STAGE - NIGHT

Blake pushes through towards the stage.

He jumps nimbly over the fence and climbs on the stage, as
the perplexed band members finish a song.

Bouncer runs to stop him, but he's too far.

Blake grabs the microphone.

BLAKE
Sorry, dude. I love you, guys.

The singer takes it cool.

BLAKE (cont'd)
David Morgan. Is there a David
Morgan? I found your wallet.

Silence. Everyone in the audience searches for David.

Seems pointless. Until the mob's eyes converge to one spot.

Blake recognizes DAVID, despite the distance. Triumph.

Bouncer grabs Blake by the back of the neck. Blake doesn't
mind, simply stares at David while being led out of stage.

BOUNCER
Your moment of fame is over, kid.

INT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

A POLICEMAN (50) questions Blake, friendly.

POLICEMAN
What were you thinking, son?

BLAKE
Am I in trouble?

(CONTINUED)
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POLICEMAN
For invading the stage or returning a
wallet? I think we can overlook it
this time. Just don't do it again.
You should have taken it--

BLAKE
(tired to his bones)

To the lost and found, I know.

POLICEMAN
We called the owner. He should be
here any minute.

Blake is happy to hear that.

POLICEMAN (cont'd)
Where did you find it, anyway?

BLAKE
Around. I don't remember exactly.

The Policeman knows how to recognize bullshit.

POLICEMAN
Around?

BLAKE
Yeah.

The Policeman studies Blake.

POLICEMAN
Why go through all the trouble?

Blake's eyes well up, but he has no chance to answer.
Another officer leads David in, hasty, but swanky.

Blake is happy to see him. The opposite is not true.

Policeman returns the wallet to David.

David thanks forcefully and prepares to split without a word
or a second look.

BLAKE
Wait.

David turns back, annoyed.

Blake takes an old photo from the pocket on his jacket and
hands it to David.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE (cont'd)
I was afraid of pickpockets, so I
kept it aside. I imagine how
important this must be for you.

Policeman sees Blake with a newborn admiration.

DAVID
That's the reason for all this?

Blake confirms, proud.

DAVID (cont'd)
Are you fucking kidding me?

Based on the faces, no one expected that reaction.

DAVID (cont'd)
You interrupt the most amazing band
ever and you make me lose fifteen
minutes of a freaking concert for--
that? You need help.

As a reflex, Blake tightens his grip on the photo when David
tries to snatch it. It tears apart.

David gazes his half for a while.

DAVID (cont'd)
Fuck this. Idiot.

David tosses his half. Swears his way out.

Blake's heartbroken. He can't take his eyes off the photo.

Blake picks up the other half.

Puts them together. The picture is revealed for the first
time: a bald young man, skinny and sick looking, hugs a
child, at a hospital. Hand-written, the words "I will always
be with you, little brother. Love. Andy".

INT. 24/7 SUPERMARKET - NIGHT

Blake waits for his turn at the cashier. He's next in line.

He looks around, his eyes find a group of cheap disposable
cameras. Blake considers them...

He picks up one of them. Puts it next to his other goods.

FADE TO BLACK
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